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Over the years the research on sex roles hoo resalted in an cumulation

of facts out of which we have create a fictions, a fiction that relies

tor its essence on the old &Lich; of the battle of the sexes. Ths fiction has

reified an artificial distinction between masouline-and feminine roles and has

consequently failed to come to grips with people in their everyday funetioningt

During the past decades ye have seen our @metal structure ehalcen to it's

time as divorce rates have zotned, transient pairings

duringrelationshipst javeni4

mLetandavaetrofaocia1iUa, p
spread through

alcohol and drug atas

ed en-

-of 11c .

symptomised increasing alienation, loneliness and personal disruptinn. One

causal theory

that of rols

the eorpora
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_brim= of sex -roles e This n

the feminine e3dus fries home envircement into

th its associated aftereffect en the e3i
ndirtsd bthe under

tortions and self serving of cerain research, findings which

ism distinctive sex linked behaviors and by recurring waves o

cosy scene lifted out of the yelleedng pages of manual of a
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siied at an ear
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woman and ohil4

les aid duties

k out thei_

ferenens. Today, however, because of moan s rising eXpectep.

and aspirations higher education, and self

es, these outworn images and patterns of yeats

ince custom and tradition no longer prevail

n of

governing Melei.famale

tzhorio the omeitmeet between the man and the woman muststand on its

th the tenuous-support of guidance growing out of "scientifiew research. The

rden eZ proof is nom' essentially on the individuals mho hamiade the decision

to Jan their lives. In place of the traditional Mee they oast develop their

social contract" vit:ich will oat eut the terms of the& particular agree.

and they mat rocoW,izo that from the

party can have

of role Change, however, does not make

%relent insistence that men and women are more different than alike.

t

women are more senstive

me note here as

into this oontract

the research in

easier with

daripg-biological (sexual ) differences or_their_off

ones. One can ftmi research indieating that try and large

men, or that man are more .aggres- vs

tration of the fact that we are research re,

we let the chips fall where they may that awry recent study by Kirshner, et.

al., (1976) states the following

Our survey noted despite attitndinal research su
that sex role stereetypee mey influenoe the
empirical evidence of gender effects in
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r that the stereotype Pf marl the aggressor, and woman the pas-

ver still has the aura of a subliminal sense of the pejorative -- if.

women are wore sensitive, then men are hapless churls; and7if-men-are-more ag-

gressive, momen are passively soporose. Again as researchers, we state a sax

difference that does hold up ng others) involves a greater evidence of:.ag-

gressive behavior among males acco d Jacklim 1974). Bat to have role

en defined by such paran tors is harmful to the individuals in.-

vo ved both alone and in concert to the extent that communication betwe

becomes as we shall see more symbolic than reale

The dictionary reninds us that the word "role" aside from its obvious

etre meaning is defined as "a part or function taken or assumed by anyone."

Note that this definition has imputation of value -ement Remember that

an actor, nay if he desires, choose a particular role, in order to fulfill leas

function -- his job. There is no coercion, no determinism involved In the

depending.on societal demands a person may choose any one of se-

veral roles, and to the extent that he or she has the ruquioite skills, idal

edsuccessfulat=thcm Mutt we are r

people-have

tion to-

it ismal4' nodern technolo

taking:about is-a personls

-have-had obs-

n have borne and raised children.

d

fluence that has made it possi4le

for women to devote themselves full-tiO* to home and parlay. The pioreor mom=

'mho walked beside the eiNaestOgra wagon end helped clear the wilderne

and rifle; the wife oi the smal farmer, tradesman and artisan toot an e

part with their husbands in the

-elf-contained COMMIlity

But the cru

earlier period

c &ni social activiti s of their

al differences between

as among primitive peoples

t world and ours is that, in the

the mmrk of ausbmid and wife mas
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cgard, the JnlY 1976'iSsue of. Psyehological Abstracte lists 69. tudiee--

utex Twent (2e)'etudies are listed unddr-Zele'Rolee a one.
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PP0 ather than competItive, and prior

orked at home while caring for the children. In

ch ofaar Sconomic enterprise is conducted by highly organized corporations,

there is little room tor ths kind of that characterized the "mom and

pop" enterprises of former times. Today a econonia environment, in which nearly

all work is performed oatside the home, pita men and women against eaChother

for jabs, promotdons and other rewards. During their working hours they are

encouraged to adopt a code of behavior which is highly individualistic and com

petitive. They mist constantly strive ta achieve, ta produce, and to prove

themselves. Their working existence is determined by the exchange value of what

they produce. Their relationships are for the imperso

mental and are subject to an organizational hierarchy or pe

On the other hand, there are beginning to be axmangly rewarding except-

tions to this trend. In order for these exceptions to become the rul

and instru.-

--tattons must be clearly delineated and communications set'up in such a mann r

as to obvi te the fiction of stereotyped male/female roles.

For le: Catyl Rivers, in a New York T-imes Magazine article 975)

tates that it is possible tO achieve a balance in a marriage (partnership) if

one starts "mit With a set of expectations that (are pot) so far ap

fore the birth of their first child, both uite and husband-had been-

'aa newspaper reporters. There was "ecriali with the birth of the second .

however, time for the witer mother to do her free lance writing at home

had to be "hoarded. She felt frustrated. Also, when he- hubband came home

he was always exhaustei from his newa reporting and wrIting for public televi-

sion between shows. He had little time to e hie children grow; as he said,

"he was missing seeing his daughter grow from an infant into a little girl."

The following description of their working through and solution of their

mutual dissatisfactions with the way they were living ole



oP _cation between husband and wife and

even before marriage op,"a aet of expeOtations that were& t

is vital and probably the only way for both husband and

, live married and liberated*

This background of mutual understanding brought a

roles'. The husband received a contract for the book be

The wife obtained a full time job teaChing at a nearby univaroity.

tes at home'on hi- book - goes through all the complications

-orders of trying to do creative work at home while taking care of two small'

Mearmidie, the utfe is the main support of thó family. kbook cion

adt is a contract - money dames in slowly, mid money musteome in regularly

support a family ofibur Here we have tal example of- a reversal of stereo-
_

typed masoUline and feminine=roles-to,-which-We-haVt been accustomed in our cul-_

tore. tThat is important is that there was no identity reversal; the father i

clearly the father, the mother, the mother* The fictional'etereotype

__t of the functioning needs 'of the woman and man in a _changi

Riv

Oxen

situation*

it up beautifully. "If I am a free women, and I believe I am, it is

no small measure to,the fact that I have lived with áT3, loved exxl been

nurtured hy free men." Here we have an example of the he

aptation for vvxnezi and m - not role conflict but a smooth adapta

mutual needand open communication.

The fact is that studies on marital sta

of those women who work outside of the bp

-ce of ad

ed upon

of better or worse marital adjustment whether the Inman works or not, or,

works fram economic nece3sity or for self realization. One consistent pat,

rn doea emerge; that it is important for the woi4dxig woman to share her two

worlds with the man in her lite it is for the
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worlds with the woman in his life. Ire have heard people say

to bring their work home with them for fear of appearing overly committed to

their jobs. But our research and experience in psychotherapy shows that many

times, if women and men are able to share their mutual expectations and feeling

with no value judgement reservations, they mill find thct each mill share in

the joys and satisfactions as well as the problems and difficulties of each

other's working lives. In this way they can shed the fiction of sex stereotypes

and relate to each-other as people. While the double lives of men and women

expand thi possibility of potential conflict in their domestic relationship it

might:no eitively open up opportunities_ for accomodationthrughurideratand
-;

ing and sharing in active communication.

It is clear that the domestic sphere, In contrast to the impersonal corper-

a _ve organization, calls for an entirely different code of behavior. Hera,

relationshps are personal and non-instrumental and mutual need and dependence

rather than an organizational chart provide the binding ties. Individualism

the form of excessive self-interest must yield to a larger concern for the

family unit; disgrace or tragedy for one member falls upon all. This is part].

cularly true for the nuclear cbild-centered family which has replaced the ex..

tended kinship group. With parents and children increasingly isolated and on

their own, relationships narrow down and intensify, and parents and children

develop a heavy emotional investment in each other. The path to accommodation

is often blocked by petty irritations and frustrations that are part of the

tinily lilies of people living together. The exaggerated importance of apparent-
.

ly trifling things: the baby-sitter who doesn't shuv up on time, the epeated-

lY late dinner hour, the house which loCks lika a disaster area - aris out

of the research engendered sex role stereotypy. If one is concerned about her

"femininity° or her husbard about-his "masculinity°, as defined by the fiction

t of the professional and lay literature, they will both seek for clearer

8
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roles: both sexes had the same ideal image, yet neither sex had t :a _

a

perception of how the other feels. The discrepancy between the image of an ideal

man which men atti-ibrted to women and the ideal to which women actually ascribe,

is particularly dramadc, since men's predictions are as far on the f ri-

anted or traditional side of the scale as women's actual ideal is on th

oriented or achievement oriented side.,

mat is suggested by the data is that the preoccupation in recent years in

both lay and professional circles with the role confusion of women as they move

into new areas of interest and activity have ignored comparable confusion on mal

rOles. These data suggest farther that the communication between the sexes as

to what they indeed do want for themselves and for each other has teen no more

effectivefor males than it has been for females.

The breakdown in communication is society's problem. Our own data of over

period of more than 20 years suggest that:

One factor which might be contribiting to the male-female confusion in
role concept is woman's push otward higher education. Cross-cultural-1Yr
women indicate that they feel that the men in their particular cultures
desire a woman who is extremely nurturant and places her wifely and fam-
ilial duties before her owm personal growth and development. The Maferr
studiem heve shown that as the woman's level of education rises, the gap
in communication. between the sexes seems to become greater. This raises
an oteious question: "To alleviate the problem, do we =nail education
for women?" Of course not; that is a ridiculous solution. lauat we must
do is raise and increase levels of education within society as a whole
and particularly among men as to the content, cause, and possible solu.
tions for the discrepancies in masculine and :feminine role concepts.
Perhaps then, society's enlightemeanight tend to close the communi-
cation gap between the sexes. It is well to remember that society is
made up of men and women and eacr man and wathan is moiety.

In sum (and infect) the research tends to indicate that the conflict
for women attempting to combine both family and self-achieving roles
exists. It is not just a plank forWomen's Liberation. It is a problem
shared by women ani men. hen, too, must try to combine oriented
and self-aehieving roles. Conflict will remain until both men and women

e static and stereotyped attitudes aboutmale and female roles that
benefit them and, further, the conflict will remain until they

change social institutions to make it easier for men and women to commu-
nicate and understand each other better (Steinmann, 1975).
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The role-construct is complicated, by the intrusion of certain sexual 1

bels. Asidm from purely biological functions it is _eaningless to talk

about feminine and masculine roles. Work and its-demands vrious cultures

are what change the meaning of role constructs. Although today considered pri-

"feminine- activity knitting histoticallY appears to have teen tkaght

world - the traders of Arabia and the sailors ef the bediterranean.

fact the son of a Scottish king (St. Flare) who was adopted as the

patron saint of the French guild of stocking Knitters in 1527 (Thomas 1972).

Hence, in certain countries in which men have traditionally knit, kmitting is

then considered a masculine role. If in other clutures knitting is always done

it is then considered woman's work

recoguized that traditional roles are ii

audnine role. However, it

he only Jobe people Oan per-

form. To the extent that people lack skills to assume other functions, and only

to that extent, are they locked into these jobs. Seen in this way, aur profes

eional concern should not be with the difficulties men and women may or may

counter in asuuming different role jobs) bat should be in facilitating the

ease with stich newer, non-traditional jobs (roles) can be acquired.

gonism that the women's Liberation movement has met with in some

The anta

s, is not

over liberation per se, but rather that there are women who prefer, and are suc-

cessful at, the arduous job of haa ewife-mother - a role many of them hage chosen.

It is undoubtedly true that among other things, one's self concept is a

function of one's role, the job, asemmed or.assigned. And if one's job is consi-

dared less by the-caltare, the individnR1 conaiders herself or himself less. In

terms of the fluid society in which we now live, roles as jobs mast be seen as

flexible and interchangeable. iThan approached this way, the labo1 tIfl3IfljflØfl

or "feminine" when applied to a job, are Merely descriptive. One could just as

call them ftsnarktl and "boojum" ani be rid of any sense of-the per_orative.

In ourroles as professionals, it is therefore incumbent upon us to liberate the

role construct, by clearly differentiating fact from fiction.

1 1
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